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OTTAWA 	March 19 e  1945. 

REPORT 

of the 

ORE DRESSING AND  IUTALLURGICAL  LABORATORIES. 

Investigation  TO 1814. 

Examination of Compressed Air Cylinder. 

Introduction; 

On February 21, 1945, a broken compressed air cylinder 

for Lancaster aircraft was submitted by VC A. L. Johnson e  for 

Chief of the Air Staff, Department of National Defence for Air e  

Ottawa, Ontario, for examination. A previous report on these 

cylinders (Report of Investigation No. 1734, November 8, 1P14), 

issued by these Laboratories, Is abstracted below; 

The sheet material of these cylinders conforms 
to the Dritish Ctandard Specification 3S-30 Welding is 
done with a No. 7 D,O.C. (Dominion Oxygen Company) gas 
welding electrode containing approximately 0,05 per cent 
carbon. Hardness variations in the "as received' material 
were found to be due to slight variations in carbon content. 
It was shown that post welding stress relief at 1000°  F.  

• enabled the welded cylinders to withstand up to 950 pounde 
internal preecure before bulging began. Thie is well  in 
excess of the 400 pounde working pressure and auperior  to 

• the results obtained after normalizing. As a result,  stress 
relief at 1000 0  F. was recommended rather than normalizing. 

In the covering letter tFile 938 By2-6 (A130 DAT.) 

the following information was given; 

The cylinder blew apart when being filled.  The 
cylinder was manufactured by Campbell teel and Iron  Works 
Limited, Ottawa, and successfully withstood a 900 pound 
internal pressure after cympletion. Due te an error  in 
connecting the charging lins, the cylinder was subjected 
to a pressure estimated to be about 1,100 pounds or  higher 
which resulted in failure. 
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Specification 
BSS 3S-3 

0,20-0,25 
0.05 max. 
0.05 max. 
0.6 max. 
0.3 MAX 

0.3 max.  (if T,Ireeent) 
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Qblect ef  Investigation;  

1. To determine the cause of failure of the cylinder. 

2. To determine the quality of the welding used to 

fabricate the cylinder, 

3. To offer recommendations deeigned to prevent future 

failure° of cylinders *  

Procedure:  

(1) The material as received was subjected to a 

thorough visual examination. Figure 1 Shows the material on 

arrival. Figure 2 shows the oblong ehaet, flattened out, 

whiéh  forma the barrel of the cylinder. Note that the fracture 

is entirely confined to the weld .  Figure 3 shows the fractured 

edge of one of the disc ends of  the cylinder. Note that here 

also  the fracture  is through the  centre cf the weld. Figure 4 

shows the fracture of one of the discs. This picture le typi-

cal  of all fractured welds. Note the  non-uniform penetration. 

(2) A chemical analyels was removed froM the  centre 

of the oblong sheet and  analyzed.  The following table lists 

the results secured and  also  the analysis specified for the 

purpose of comparison, 

Garbon 
Phosphorus 
Sulphur 
Manganese 
Silicon 
Chromium ) 
Nickel 	) 
Molybdenum 

Material  

0,22 
0.025 
0.040 
0 056 
0.01 

None. 
Trace. 

.waMe *.i■•■•••••.•■••ia•Mme eee ....+*•■ 

(3) Samples were removed around the periphery  of the 

welds where penetration had apparently varied  and also from the 

oentre  of the large sheet. These samples were mounted, polished 

and  subjected to microscopic examination.  Figure 5 shows  trans-

verae section of a fractured weld where 100 per cent penetrtion 
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(Procedure, contsd) 

haa been secured, Figure 6 shows a similar section where 

penetration has been les than 50 per cent with a reinforae-

ment of approximately 24 per cent of eheet thickness. Thees 

are typical ot large areas of welds. 

Figure 7 shows the typical structure of the 

heat-affected zones of the welds and 21gure 9 the structure 

of the sheet material remote from the welde. No evidence was 

found of segregation of inclusions. 

(4) hardness teste were made on the  weld areas es 

noted below, using a Vickers machine with a 104cilogram lend. 

The table below lista the results secured—the averagee of 

five readings: 

Area_tested 	VicXers Lardnest NumberE 

Normal sheet material - 	 160 
Heat-affected zone 	 18£ 
10•111101011.0..111101Me......••■■•••••■■•••••■• 

(5) Two transverse  sections of the sheet were deep 

etched in 50 per cent Ha at 190°  F. No evidence was found of 

the normal rimmed pattern. 

Discussion:  

A visual examination of the material as received 

reveals that a total of approximately 68 inches of weld failed 

by fracture through the centre of the weld. A 100 per cent 

weld failure is extremely rare and indicates weld strengths 

well below that ordinarly obtained in butt welde. It was also 

noted that failure is entirely confined to the centre of te  

weld and that the penetration secured was non-uniform. 

A microscopic examination of areas of complete and 

incomplete penetration confirsio the visual examination. In 

some areas complete penetration to the root of the weld bas 

been secured (nee Figure 5). In other areas penetration my 
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(Discuseion, contfd) - 

range as Iow as 55 per  cent of the sheet thickneee and thiE 

is accompanied by a  reinforcement of approximately 24 pur  cant 

of  the eheet thickness (see Figure 6). ';'he microstructures of 

the weld Indicate  the use of a  low carbon welding rod. Trie  - 

microstructure of the heat-affected zones of the welds indicates 

a normal resnouse of  the uheet  material to the thermal cycle of 

welding. Tnis normality i $  reflected in the hardness readineei 

obtained. The mieroetructure of the sheet material remote from 

the welds Is normal  and no evidence was found  of negregation of 

inclusione. 

It ie apparent  that all welds are made in a single 

pass and without backing  up.  Poor  or  non-uniform penetration 

may be  due to too olone butting up of the  edges to be welded, 

too high  a welding speed or too low welding temperature. 

Ordinarily, voids of this type without back-up mhould be pro-

duced with 90  per cent penetration without difficulty. It is 

also quite notieeable that  the normal reinforcing bas  not been 

allowed on the ce welde.  By reinforcing is meant that amount of 

weld metal that projects above the surface of the sheet material. 

It cannot be over-emphasized that unfused roots of welds in an 

application such as thle act as severe stress raisers and ae 

each ean easily curse service failures. Should the weld metal 

be of low strength the tearing action through the weld is  made 

just that much easier. 

In the  case of this particular cylinder it would eppear 

that failure  ha  s been due to drastio overetressing by loading to 

a high precsure. The fact that the cylinder successfully with-

stood a 900-pound  internal pressura test  certainly appears  to 

indicate that  the veseel vould be quite satisfactory wàen  sub-

jected to the service pressure. it Is felt that sweeping 
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(D3acussion, cont,d) -

conclusions as to the unsexyviceability of similar cylinderM

on the basis of the performr.ce of this particular one are

oornpletely unwarranted. In this case fail.ure has "veen the

result of overloading.

It is possible that some cylinders with incomple t.e

penetration and low strength weld mAtal, although withstandiag

a pressure test successfully, may be damaged or weakened by

handling or abuse such that they may then be marginal with

respect to the operatin.g pressure. Should this be the case,

accidents may happen with cylinders which are considered

satisfactory. This condition may be rectified by reviewing,

the welding procedure and using a higher strength weld filler

rod. The use of the :3.i6her ptrenbti ►_ rod would not in any hay

alter the welding picture since its deposition characteristics

are similar to the rod now used. In addition, these roda are

readily available and would not present a supply probl.em.

The chemical analysis of the material shows that it

Is well within the specified ranGes. The molybdenum content

is residual and wou3.d havo no bearing on the failure. The low

silicon content indicates that this is a rir.med steel which is

unusual for this hiz;h a ctarbon content. The absence of a

rirmed pattern after deep etehi.ng points to the steel being

killed by aluminium additions.

Concl aa i ons :

1. Failure of the cylinder has been due to drastic

overloading by accident, This failure has been facilitated by

the notch effect at the unfused roots of welds due to irre^!,ular

and incomplete penetration. However, the welding process is

not primarily r3aponaible for the faïl•.u•g.

2. The chernical analysis of the czaterial is witni:z the
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(Conclusions, contld) - 

specified range. 

3. The microetruetuee of the weld heat-affected zone 

and the parent material indicate a normal responee of the material 

to the thermal cycle of welding. Tnie normality is reflected in 

the hardness figures obtained. 

4. The quality of welding is not the beat possible 

and should be reviewed with a view to obtaining greater and 

more uniform penetration. 

5. The welding has been accamplished by too low a 

strength filler rod. 

Recommendations:  

1. All welds should be made with a higher strength 

filler rod eueh as an exweld No. 1 Figh Test (Dominion Oxygen 

Company) and normal weld reinforcement permitted. 

2. The longitudinal barrel.weld should be made by a 

pana inside and out. 

3. On all welds tight butting up of edges to be 

welded should be avoided. Complete penetration is more eseAly 

secured with a 1/16-inoh cap  between edges. 

4. Welding technique ahould be checked to ensure 

complete penetration. Thin investigation lias shown widespread 

incomplete penetration which way result from any one of the 

following: too high wellaink .„ speed, too low heat input or too 

tightly butting edges. 

00900000000 
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MATERIAL AS RECEIVED. 

Oblong plate forms the barrel of the cylindar. 
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SYMT FORMING EAFIREL OF CZLINDER, FLATUNED  OUT. 

Note that  fracure Is confined  1Cepor 
cent  to  the  weld. 
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CLOU-UP OF EDG.i. 02 DI31LM .L;ND OF CUINUOR. 
••■•• 

2.22a£2 4 . 

MTOGAAPH OF FRACTUUD 2DGE 0F DIW-11Z; .i.11D OF CY1,IND.C1. 

This Is typical of all fractured cdc.cs. .Lçoto incomplete 
ponotration (A) and complo te ponetration (at 113). 
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Figure  5. 

X25# etched  in 2 per cent nital. 

TRANSVERSE SECTION OF SULD AT A1L . 1 OF COMPLETE PENETRATION. ' 

 Note that weld metal penetrated the full thickness of the sheet. 

Flzure 1. 

x25,  etched ln 2 per  cent nital. 

TRANSVERS.:: SECTION OP LIU.) AT AREA  orscomrLem: 2ENUTRATIOY. 

Mete that fracture follows  lino of least thickness of -metal - 
through unfused root. Penetration  -  35 per cent; 
reinforoement  -  approximately 04 per cent. 

111111.0 
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XL000 etchea  in  2  per euet nital. 

TYPICAL STRUCTURE OF IL.,AT-APFECPED ZONS. 

Note tendency towarde Adermanatâtten type of structure 
Vb. 

Fire 

etnhed in  2 per cent nital. 

NOR1AL'1/41TeUUTURli:  OP  Slip= 1,AT1RI&L. 

Normalized after rolling to final 
ea.? 


